Grain-boundary dissociation by the emission of stacking faults
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A range of (110) symmetric tilt grain boundaries (GB’s) are investigated in several fcc metals with simulations and high-resolution electron microscopy. Boundaries with tilt angles between 50.5° and 109.5° dissociate into two boundaries 0.6 to 1.1 nm apart. The dissociation takes place by the emission of stacking faults from one boundary that are terminated by Shockley partials at a second boundary. This is a general mode of GB relaxation for low stacking fault energy metals. The reasons for the occurrence of this relaxation mode are discussed using the theory of GB dislocations.

Most high-angle grain boundaries (GB’s) are observed to have narrow structures with the atomic relaxations extending only a few angstroms into either grain. Recently, observations have been made of GB’s with wider structures—up to a nanometer or more in width. Wide GB structures had been found earlier, although they were not recognized as such, in both high-resolution electron microscopy of gold boundaries and simulations of copper boundaries. These wide GB’s have also been called three-dimensional boundaries. In many cases, wide GB structures are the result of emission of stacking faults from the boundary into one or both grains. The stacking faults terminate in partial dislocations that create a low-angle GB. Thus, the original GB dissociates into two or even three GB’s by emitting stacking faults. We present evidence from computer simulations and high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) experiments that this mode of relaxation occurs frequently for (110) tilt GB’s in fcc metals and is not unique to specific boundaries. A range of symmetry [110] tilt GB’s with tilt angles between θ = 50.48° and 109.47° are investigated in several fcc metals.

Computer simulations using the lattice statics technique are performed on eight GB’s using embedded-atom-method (EAM) potentials for Al, Au, and Ni. The area of the boundary planes in the computational cells ranges from 71 to 99 nm² and the cells contain a total of 6528–8448 atoms. The periodic borders parallel to the boundary plane are permitted to move, thus allowing constant zero pressure simulations. The periodic borders perpendicular to the boundary plane are held fixed at lengths determined from the equilibrium lattice constant to counteract the GB tension. Rigid-body translations between the two crystals are allowed and are used to create from 24 to 88 different initial configurations for each GB to improve the chances of locating the lowest-energy structures.

The misorientation range investigated is bounded by the Σ = 11/(113) (θ = 50.48°) and Σ = 3/(111) (θ = 109.47°) coherent twin GB’s. Σ is defined as the ratio of the primitive unit-cell volume of the coincident-site lattice for the bicrystal to that of a single-crystal lattice. The structures of these GB’s...
in Ni are exhibited in Fig. 1. The same structures are found for Al and Au. These are special boundaries that have GB energies much lower than neighboring boundaries. This is a result of the close-packed structural units (SU’s) of these GB’s. The quadrilateral SU’s of the Σ=11/(113) GB in Fig. 1(a) are capped-trigonal prisms, a random-close-packed structure. The Σ=3/(111) SU’s in Fig. 1(b) are indicated only by a vertical line since there is minimal distortion of the perfect crystal lattice on either side of the boundary. This SU is closely related to the Shockley partial dislocation that terminates an intrinsic stacking fault. The Σ=3/(111) SU can be viewed as a Shockley partial in the edge orientation with a 39° bend in the {111} planes that cross the boundary. The structure of an isolated Shockley partial is shown in Fig. 1(c).

The lowest-energy structures of three representative GB’s in Ni with tilt angles between the two special GB’s are shown in Fig. 2. In each case the GB has dissociated into two boundaries indicated by the dashed lines. The Σ=11/(113) SU’s are found on the left-hand boundary whereas vertical line segments, corresponding to the Σ=3/(111) SU’s, are found on the right-hand boundary. The Σ=3/(111) SU’s are at the end of intrinsic stacking faults in the interboundary region. In the Σ=33/(225) (θ=58.99°) GB, stacking faults and Σ=3/(111) SU’s occur between every third Σ=11/(113) SU. At larger tilt angles the ratio of Σ=3/(111) to Σ=11/(113) SU’s increases. In the Σ=3/(112) (θ=70.53°) GB the ratio is one to one. In the Σ=17/(223) (θ=86.63°) GB there are three Σ=3/(111) SU’s for each Σ=11/(113) SU. Since the Σ=3/(111) SU’s are not separate they do not all form stacking faults. Another SU appears in this GB above the Σ=11/(113) SU that has the effect of shifting one of the Σ=3/(111) SU’s down by one {111} plane. In addition to stacking faults, the {111} planes in the interboundary region are also bent. As can be seen from the thin lines drawn along the {111} planes in Fig. 2, they are bent upward at the left-hand boundary whereas vertical line segments, corresponding to the Σ=3/(111) SU, are capped-trigonal prisms, a random-close-packed structure.

High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) observations have recently been performed on Au bicrystals with [110] tilt GB’s at misorientation angles between 50.5° and 59.4°. The thin-film bicrystals were prepared by a modified Schober-Balluffi method. A JEOL 4000EX high-resolution electron microscope was employed for HREM observations, which were performed under axial illumination with the electron beam parallel to [110]. Photographic images were recorded at focal settings near the optimum defocus. For comparison of the experimental observations to the computed Au structures the EMS suite of programs was used to simulate HREM images using the multislice algorithm.
A simulated HREM image based on the calculated $\Sigma=33/(225)$ GB in Au is shown in Fig. 3(a). In this image, which was generated for a defocus of $-55$ nm and a thickness of 7.2 nm, the white dots closely correspond to the positions of the atomic columns. The lowest-energy computed Au structure that was used to form this image shows the same form of GB dissociation as the Ni structure in Fig. 2(a). The image contains two stacking faults located at the arrows. The $\Sigma=11/(113)$ SU’s and stacking faults in one boundary period are outlined. The dashed lines indicate the locations of the two boundaries. The interboundary region is slightly wider than it is in the Ni structure [see Fig. 2(a)].

The HREM image in Fig. 3(b) shows good qualitative agreement with the corresponding calculated and simulated image in Fig. 3(a). The presence of stacking faults, the positions of which are indicated by arrows, is clearly seen when viewing the figure at a shallow angle along the (111) planes crossing the faults. The image contrast due to the stacking faults is somewhat more pronounced than in the simulated image. This may be due to surface strain effects that could cause local bending in the thin sections necessary for HREM. The dashed lines indicate the approximate positions of the two boundaries. The partial dislocations at the ends of the stacking faults show considerable delocalization, which makes it difficult to accurately determine the positions of the boundaries. The interboundary region is about two-thirds as wide as in the simulated image. This is expected since the EAM potential for Au has a stacking fault energy that is an order of magnitude lower than the experimental value. The effect of the stacking fault energy on this mode of GB relaxation is further discussed below.

This mode of GB relaxation can be understood if the boundaries are viewed as being vicinal to either the $\Sigma=11/(113)$ or $\Sigma=3/(111)$ singular GB’s. Small misorientation deviations from a singular GB can be accommodated by an array of secondary grain-boundary dislocations (SGBD’s). Deviations in the boundary plane orientation can be accommodated by steps in the boundary. In this way GB’s that are vicinal to singular GB’s can maintain the low-energy structure of the singular GB except for steps containing SGBD’s. In the following discussion the vicinal $\Sigma=11/(113)$ description is used although the vicinal $\Sigma=3/(111)$ description is equally applicable. The misorientation of the $\Sigma=33/(225)$ GB is 8.51° from the $\Sigma=11/(113)$ misorientation. From a modified Read-Shockley-Frank formula,

$$|\mathbf{b}_{\text{SGBD}}| = 2D \sin \left( \frac{\Delta \theta}{2} \right),$$

where $D$ is the distance between the SGBD’s and $\Delta \theta$ is the misorientation deviation angle, the total Burgers vector of the SGBD’s required is determined to be $\mathbf{b}_{\text{SGBD}} = \frac{1}{3}\mathbf{[113]}$. The (225) average boundary plane can be arrived at by introducing steps in the (113) plane. This can be seen by looking at the periodic vector in a boundary plane perpendicular to the tilt axis. For the $\Sigma=33/(225)$ GB, the periodic vector is $\frac{1}{3}\mathbf{[554]}$, which can be separated into units of the $\Sigma=11/(113)$ periodic vector and a step, $\frac{1}{3}\mathbf{[554]}=\frac{1}{3}\mathbf{[332]}+\frac{1}{3}\mathbf{[112]}$. Thus, one period of the $\Sigma=33/(225)$ GB is comprised of one and a half periods of the $\Sigma=11/(113)$ GB and a step that is half a period of the $\Sigma=3/(111)$ GB. If the cores of the SGBD’s in the steps are highly localized at the boundary, the $\Sigma=11/(113)$ SU’s above the step are compressed while those below are expanded. Since the $\Sigma=11/(113)$ SU’s are geometrically ideal random-close-packed structures, any distortion would be energetically unfavorable. The distortion is reduced if the dislocation cores dissociate. A Shockley partial dislocation is emitted from the boundary, forming a stacking fault, while the remaining partial stays at the boundary plane. The row of Shockley partials creates a second boundary to one side of the original boundary. The bending of the (111) planes in the interboundary region can be estimated from Eq. (1) using the Burgers vectors of the two partials. This bending is energetically favorable since it increases the angle of the (111) planes closer to the ideal 20° at the $\Sigma=11/(113)$ SU’s and closer to the ideal 39° of the $\Sigma=3/(111)$ SU’s at the Shockley partials (see Fig. 1). This analysis applies to all GB’s in this range, even when the ratio of the $\Sigma=3/(111)$ SU’s to $\Sigma=11/(113)$ SU’s is greater than 1, such as at the $\Sigma=17/(223)$ GB. However, using the vicinal $\Sigma=3/(111)$ description for such GB’s is more physically intuitive.

Since this GB relaxation mechanism involves the creation of stacking faults, it is only expected to occur in materials with a low stacking fault energy $\gamma_{SF}$. This mode of relaxation is found in the computer simulations of Au and Ni but not in Al. The $\gamma_{SF}$ of Au, Ni, and Al are found experimentally to be about 45, 128, and 166 mJ m$^{-2}$, respectively. With computer simulations it is important to consider the $\gamma_{SF}$ of the potentials used and not just the experimental values. The EAM potentials for Au, Ni, and Al give $\gamma_{SF}$ values of 4.7, 14, and 106 mJ m$^{-2}$, respectively. Even though the $\gamma_{SF}$ of the potentials are lower than the experimental values, the simulations for Au and Al are at least in qualitative agreement with experimental observations. Grain-boundary dissociation is seen experimentally with HREM in several Au GB’s (see Fig. 3 and Ref. 1). In an HREM study of the $\Sigma=3/(112)$ incoherent twin GB in Al (Ref. 14) GB dissociation was not observed. It is not known if this mode of GB relaxation occurs in real Ni. However, since the experimental value of $\gamma_{SF}$ for Ni is nearly as high as Al and higher than the $\gamma_{SF}$ value of the Al EAM potential, GB dissociation would appear to be unlikely. Thus, the simulations with the Ni EAM potential should be interpreted as describing a generic low $\gamma_{SF}$ fcc metal. Although only a few pure metals have very low $\gamma_{SF}$ it is generally lowered by alloying. This, thus, may be an important mode of GB relaxation in many engineering materials, such as austenitic stainless steels, for example.

The $\Sigma=3/(112)$ incoherent twin GB has also been studied with HREM in Ag (Ref. 15) and Cu. The experimental $\gamma_{SF}$ values for Ag and Cu are 22 and 78 mJ m$^{-2}$, respectively. The observed structures are very similar to the simulated Ni structure in Fig. 2(b). In Refs. 15 and 16 it was proposed that a new GB phase had been observed. This phase—the 9R polytype—is the fcc structure with a stacking fault on every third [111] plane. From the current study it is apparent that there is nothing unique about the $\Sigma=3/(112)$ incoherent twin and the 9R phase. A different polytype would be required for each GB in this misorientation range if this type of description were used. Hence, a description using the language of
dislocation theory, as presented here, is more general.
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11 Since the two boundaries are no longer symmetric this equation is not strictly valid but it provides a very close approximation. Also, the Burgers vector of the emitted partial may not be exactly $\frac{1}{6}[112]$, which would introduce a small additional error in the amount by which the $\{111\%$ planes are bent.